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The Impact of Technology on Marketing Strategy - Volker Schmid - Term Paper The paper shows the technology-driven
changes regarding the marketing mix.

Leaders need a way to define and prioritize the myriad challenges that they face. To increase sales, the
company launched a website but the site only received 16 hits a week and the leads were not converting into
sales. For marketers, data can be extremely useful. One example of a successful installation of broadband is
the online retailer IrishWear. Step 2 of 2: You forgot to provide an Email Address. Augmented-reality apps
have already been developed that show customers how a product would look in their space or even
approximate it on their person to help personalize the shopping experience. Databases have revolutionised
client and contact management systems and field sales staff effectiveness and supervision. This channel seems
to be less intrusive compared to telephone marketing. One side effect is that it is much easier to compare
prices making price competition fiercer. For example: Advertising You need a web site â€” even if only as an
on-line brochure. Additionally, they must invent new business models that "leapfrog" the competition and
rewrite sales and marketing rules. To gather, handle and analyse the high amount of information, companies
rely on technology. It also includes the option to modify details such as customer delivery address and
payment information. Customer interaction centers: Organizations must consolidate and integrate call center,
Web, e-mail, fax, and marketing technology assets to better manage selling resources, technology
infrastructure, and customer interactions. This means that companies can develop more custom video content
and target it to the customers who could benefit from it the most. Those patterns and insights can be used for a
number of things. A few companies have taken the leap and incorporated this technology in their marketing.
Permission marketing has been born but is still in its infancy. New technology, like AI, will offer continued
connection from a company to their client base. Personalized Experiences Personalization is another way new
technology will help businesses maximize their customer connections. Selling Those tasked with selling can
use the Internet to undertake fast research into prospects. AI scripts have already created apps that were
developed to help enhance online customer chat platforms. Marketers need to address organizational and
execution challenges across channels to deliver a seamless customer experience driven by marketing
technology. We interviewed 71 marketing influencers who conduct business in the consumer marketing and
sales channel to understand the true impact of technology. Most supermarket chains obtain this data through
bar-code data from the checkout points. Another form of digital personalization will likely be in the form of
video. Search engines also use AI to interpret search queries and bring up relevant results. Traditional
marketing used to reach customers was primarily in print or with TV and radio commercials. Permission
marketing is where customers provide information about their needs and preferences and agree to the supplier
using this information for further marketing activities. It includes the three main technology groups of
hardware, software and telecommunications. As always, if there are particular topics you would like me to
address in the future, please let me know. Also the length of the text is limited to characters. The Internet
environment has generated a wide range of additional media which are hungry for good content. Value-added
direct sales: Organizations must migrate the role of direct sales to better align high-touch, face-to-face selling
interactions with high-value and high-margin products and services. The continued impact of digital
technology on marketing strategies can be viewed as an asset. Please check the box if you want to proceed. AI
programs may even automatically create targeted ad strategies like they do with YouTube and Netflix
recommendations. For each pound the company spends on marketing they receive a return of 22 pounds DTI,
Bluesky Experience,  It can tell you more about your customers, your marketing campaigns and your
businesses. Finally, it is suggested that Business Technology PLC requires an internet presence, a database
and a multimedia presentation of its products as a first step to increase sales, estimated set-up cost are
approximately 5, pounds. Some argue that the Internet is just another channel which needs managing just the
same as other channels e. Companies have already started getting creative with IoT. Especially when multiple
employees are working on one account, this can get confusing. The user could browse for the needed program,
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install it and test the product. One innovator tested out a vending machine that users could only interact with
via tweets.


